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ABSTRACT
The authors discuss elements that potentially impact student satisfaction with asynchronous learning: the media culture, digital, personal and mobile technologies, student learning preferences, pedagogy, complexities of measurement, and the digital generation. They describe a pilot study to identify the underlying dimensions of student satisfaction with online learning and present examples of techniques for engaging students in classes that respond to their uses of technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Student satisfaction with asynchronous learning (ALN) is a complex blend of elements that mediates students’ perceptions about their educational experiences. Recent work suggests that student evaluation of asynchronous classes is not bound entirely by satisfaction and dissatisfaction, but rather, lies on a continuum that extends from satisfaction to ambivalence, where very few students are genuinely dissatisfied with their online learning experiences [1]. Apparently, satisfaction results from the interaction of demographic profiles, generational membership, and some affiliation to a loosely defined learning style construct. The underlying question becomes: are the constructs by which students evaluate their classes constant or variable? That is, when students are dissatisfied with their online learning experience, is it because they are on the opposite side of the same dimensions that produced satisfied respondents, or are they dissatisfied for completely different reasons?

II. SATISFACTION IN THE MEDIA CULTURE AND A DIGITAL AGE
A. The Media
A variety of authors have argued that technology and new media have a profound impact on individual, cultural, and social development [2, 3, 4]. Kellner, for example, suggests that contemporary media culture in this country is the primary mechanism for socialization of our young people and the major incubator for change [5]. He contends that the images, patterns, sequences, and sounds presented to the American public sculpt our day-to-day lives; define our political, social, and ethical values; define right from wrong; and provide the basic foundation for our information society. Certainly, the media culture has migrated to the web where sites such as Digg and Technorati scour the Internet, producing an algorithmic collection
of news. Sites such as YouTube make images from around the world instantly accessible, while others allow anyone to contribute to blogs and wikis on sites such as Wikipedia.

These developments have not gone unnoticed. Wikipedia, for example, has generated significant interest from a wide range of authors [6, 7, 8]. Lanier cites Wikipedia as the prime example of the new online collectivism that centers influence in a bottleneck [9]. He argues that, presently, there is a frantic race to become the meta-site that develops the highest level of aggregation, subsuming and marginalizing the contributions of all other sites. He describes this as the “Hive Mind” that reveals what people with the most time and determination communicate. Friedman, however, cites this phenomenon as the new, worldwide information democracy that equalizes the opportunities for an individual to effectively compete with the conglomerate [10]. Doctrow declares that “Wikipedia isn’t great because it’s like the Britannica. The Britannica is great because it’s authoritative, edited, expensive, and monolithic. Wikipedia is great at being free, brawling, universal, and instantaneous” [11]. Certainly, these technologies play a large part in framing student satisfaction with online learning on college campuses.

**B. Digital, Personal, and Mobile**

The past decade has seen the emergence of asynchronous learning networks in higher education and the parallel development of equally important personal technologies. In the digital information world, students’ personal communication and social networking primarily center on cell phones, iPods, MP3s, personal computers, text messaging, and recently, video blogging. Social networking sites such as Friendster, MySpace, and Facebook allow global personal profiling and communication. Also, students have ready access to computing with instant information available through the Internet and responsive resources such as Google and Ask.com. The majority of today’s students use the Internet for research far more often than the library [12]. These findings produce suppositions such as Library 2.0 that ask whether or not libraries in their present form continue to be relevant [13].

A tour across almost any campus reveals exercise equipment in recreation rooms equipped with cable television, and a media center in the student union that offers news, information, games, and entertainment. Colorful images abound in dining areas with students involved in electronic activities of every imaginable variety. Residence halls are filled with electronic devices that host marathon gaming tournaments with virtual groups from around the world. Our tour reveals a population of Net Generation students who have never known a world without PCs, the Internet, digitally recorded music, and mass communication [14]. Outwardly, students are social, collaborative, and interactive. The technologies they utilize are virtual, digital, and personal; therefore, they expect immediate access and response [15, 16, 17]. These developments in technology, news, information, and media can influence the satisfaction students express with their online courses.

**III. WHO ARE TODAY’S STUDENTS?**

**A. What Are They Like?**

Students on today’s campuses are a subset of the millennial generation presenting substantial challenges to educators, who were trained in a command and control educational culture where “knowledge was power” and information was sequestered in libraries and in the offices of professors [18]. Students of the digital age, however, prefer to work in teams and take a community approach to problem solving and creativity. They grew up in relative economic security and their sense of entitlement emboldens their approach to higher education. The media attributes them with superior intellectual capacity and a higher motivation for achievement than any generation that preceded them. The Net generation is confident, sophisticated, articulate, and possess a strong sense of personal agency. These young people describe
themselves as special, entitled, and empowered with an ability to achieve, succeed, and accomplish great things in their personal lives and in society [19,20]. Many believe that they have developed a strong sense of community and will make the world a better place because it provided them with so many advantages.

B. How Do They Learn?
Considering learning preference and technology skills, digital culture students are compelling in their multitasking with the apparent ability to change context and medium in a smooth and efficient manner, growing impatient with learning situations where information presents itself in a controlled linear process [21]. Some suggest that this generation prefers graphics to text and approaches learning as play rather than work [22]. The gaming approach allows them to use a trial-and-error strategy, effectively iterating to the solution [23]. Many of today’s students process information quickly with an enhanced ability for pattern recognition and integrating multiple information components into constructs and visual images. A variety of authors argue that many in this generation view technology as a friend rather than a challenge. Their learning preferences give them a clear advantage in the digital sound bite age [24, 25, 26].

C. What is the Downside?
There are disadvantages in their approach to learning however, evidenced by some studies that describe their reliance on the instantaneous nature of digital information access as a surface intellectual functioning that inhibits their ability to delve deeply into a problem-solving situation [27]. This inability can result in a lack of sustained determination to finish a task and function at higher cognitive levels. Some find these students difficult to teach because they have been accustomed to a hyper-rich media environment. These students will shun any learning situation that does not involve their preferred modality and will communicate a lack of satisfaction [28].

Recent work by Twenge reinforces this lesser optimistic picture of the digital culture students. She sees this generation as matter-of-fact and self-focused—thus her designation of “Generation Me” (a term devised from prior attempts to label this “Net” or “Millennial” generation that coincides with the Microsoft operating system: Windows Millennium Edition, or ME) [29]. As a group, she sees them as imbued with an artificial sense of self-esteem spawned from many years of a curriculum that over inflated their self-concepts and instilled them with unrealistic expectations. She characterizes these digital natives by their belief in life determination by lottery, where good things will just happen and everyone deserves to be an “American Idol.”

D. Complexities of Satisfaction
The cacophony of conflicting views about the generation of students on our college campuses underscores the reason why assessing satisfaction with asynchronous learning may be a complex undertaking. Is this the brightest, most motivated, and empowered generation in history or is this group of young people disinterested, disdainful, and cynical? Are today’s university students the most tech savvy and information fluent generation in history, who navigate information and technology literacy, critical thinking, their social spaces, and the media culture seamlessly, or do they operate at a superficial level, failing to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate? Is this group of young people the most civic-minded and service-oriented in history or are they politically marginalized and even more cynical than Generation X? Understanding these social, economic, political, and collaborative dynamics is key to discovering student motivation in learning online, and thus identifying the underpinnings of satisfaction.
IV. STUDENT SATISFACTION WITH ASYNCHRONOUS LEARNING

A. Foundational Studies

Early work on measuring student evaluation of instruction provides further insights about the evolution of student satisfaction with the online environment. For instance, some studies define three higher order dimensions for students expressing their satisfaction with classes: presentation, facilitation, and regulation [30]. A more complex nine-component model defines the satisfaction domain in terms of learning value, instructor enthusiasm, organization, interaction, rapport, coverage, assessment, assignments, and difficulty [31]. Other investigators demonstrate that students will show a high probability of assigning an excellent overall rating to an instructor (satisfaction) if, in their view, he or she facilitates their learning, effectively communicates ideas and information, organizes the course effectively, assesses student progress accurately, shows interest in students’ learning, and demonstrates respect for his or her students [32]. Instructors who score high on those dimensions have the majority of their students expressing high levels of satisfaction with their learning environment independent of the course mode: face-to-face, fully-online, blended, technology-enhanced, or interactive television.

B. Satisfaction with ALN

Recent research about online courses shows that students express satisfaction and experience success when they are involved in cohort, team-based learning experiences and have extensive access to faculty feedback and interaction [33]. Studies of satisfaction dimensionality with the online environment identify four underlying factors: student faculty interaction, active learning, time on task, and cooperation among students [34]. Interestingly, these elements closely correspond to those identified by Chickering, Erhmann and Kuh—emphasizing the principle that engaged students are satisfied students [35, 36]. When compared to their on-campus peers, online students tend to be more satisfied with student services and online learning appears to increase instructor efficiency with no decrease in student satisfaction [37, 38]. Effective instructional design components and facilitation of effective discourse tend to be precursors of student satisfaction as do models that build a strong sense of learning community embedded in the social presence construct [39, 40, 41]. This supports the argument that satisfaction derives from students valuing interaction and the opportunities that enable them to communicate actively [42]. Introverted students appreciate having time to think problems through carefully with time to reflect and be heard. Extroverted students value the additional opportunities to interact with the outside world, experiencing perspectives that would never be available to them in the face-to-face setting [43]. Apparently, however, logistic elements such as a well-defined course structure are also increasing satisfaction [44, 45]. These studies confirm our supposition that measures of student satisfaction with asynchronous courses are mediated by many elements that reflect student, faculty, and course characteristics. Moreover, these elements and several others cannot be considered independently because context is probably as important as the individual elements.

V. A PILOT STUDY OF STUDENT SATISFACTION:
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

A cooperative study between the University of Central Florida and the University at Albany funded by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation will attempt to identify underlying student satisfaction dimensions with asynchronous learning. After a literature review and several student focus groups, survey instruments will be administered to a sample of students involved in online learning. A similar study that focuses on the reasons that faculty members choose to teach in the asynchronous environment, also funded by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, is underway at the University at Albany and the New Jersey Institute of Technology. The two studies intend to provide cross-validated data from faculty members and students about their
reasons for persisting in online teaching and learning.

Early results from student focus groups and pilot survey items indicate that the majority of students who are involved in asynchronous courses prefer that modality over other formats and register repeatedly for online sections. This multiple registration process negates any adverse effects of students dropping courses because of the online modality. Most responses indicate that students enroll in fully online courses before they migrate to blended sections. Students choose the format that they believe will provide the most learning. Curiously, a high percentage of respondents designate the face-to-face mode (possibly explaining the desirability of the blended format). Universally, their notion of convenience appears to be the primary motivational factor for enrolling in asynchronous courses, with students indicating that not having to come to campus plays a significant role in their choice of formats. Convenience, however, requires a careful analysis to identify specific elements of this “catch all” term. Some preliminary reasons for high satisfaction levels show that their initial fear of online learning is unfounded and they use the word “enjoy” in their evaluation comments. Those who feel inhibited in face-to-face-sections feel more comfortable communicating with their instructors and peers. Students believe that instructors’ expectations are more clearly specified in online courses than in face-to-face sections, and indicate that their time management skills improve with experience. Although few in number, dissatisfied students prefer the face-to-face mode. Ambivalent students express skepticism about learning, feeling that class quality depends primarily on the instructor’s teaching prowess.

These preliminary results will provide the basis for a further and more detailed study of general concepts such as flexibility, improved time management, engagement, responsiveness, ambivalence, skepticism, and what motivates students to prefer various course modalities.

VI. CONCLUSION: JAY BROPHY’S ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES

A. Cell Phones
On the first day of class I ask my students to hold up their cell phones. In a flash there are 470 cell phones waving in the air. When I ask them what they should do with them, they respond: “TURN THEM OFF.” Instead of the “iron boot” control method, I tell them that I frequently forget to turn off my cell phone. Many times I take the call and weave it into the class discussion. My students are amazed at my response, and I find that fewer phones ring.

B. A Ten-Minute Investment of Class Time
About the third week of class, we have “cell phone” day. If enough cell phones ring during the first five minutes of class, I give the students 10-bonus points. The points impact minimally because there are 1,000 points in the course. Students arrange to have someone outside of class call them at precisely 3:30 p.m., the time class begins. We have videotaped the event and it is a cacophonous symphony. By 3:35 p.m. it is all over and we then discuss social networking and the role of support groups in their lives. It fits in nicely with discussions about stress and health. Rather than consider cells as a negative experience, we celebrate something that the students really love. It is great fun and well worth the small amount of class time.

C. Movies and Music in Psychology
At the beginning of the term in my introductory psychology course, I set up discussion groups in WebCT so that students can record their favorite movies and music. I used to have trouble getting students to log
on and explore the site. Now, over 90% log in within 24 hours. We port this information into an Excel
spreadsheet, sort it, and make a top 100 list for the music and a top 50 list for the films. I purchase the
DVDs and put the music on my iPod. I learn the lyrics to the top fifty songs and play cuts of the songs to
introduce ideas for the class. Frequently, my students know all the lyrics and lines from the songs and
films, so it is easy to connect course content to what is already well learned. Students respond positively
to the idea that I am interested in what they like and am willing to learn about it.

D. Coalescing Student Interests to Improve Engagement

A casual observation reveals that Net Generation students immerse themselves in pursuits involving
digital media that are becoming increasingly portable. A recent New York Times article featured the Digg
website developers and their response to continuing interest in video blogging vs. text-based versions
[46]. These new digital devices and their updates reveal their popularity with college-age students, who
spend increasingly more money on personal technologies.

These personal devices are far more engaging than academic applications of technology. If one compared
a typical course management system to Facebook, YouTube, or the computer game, Grand Theft Auto,
the outcome for student engagement would be obvious. Therefore, we need to develop instructional
strategies with that same compelling power to captivate in the asynchronous learning environment. The
best way to gain that insight is to learn what students are doing with their free time. Successful companies
spend great sums to engage their customers. Shouldn’t the academy do the same if it wants real student
engagement and satisfaction?
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